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In the last 50 years, the blue copper proteins became central targets of investigation. Extensive experiments focused on the Cu coordination to probe the effect of local perturbations on its properties. We found that local electric fields, generated by charged residues evolutionarily placed throughout the protein edifice, mainly second sphere, but also more remotely, constitute an additional significant factor regulating blue copper proteins. These fields are not random, but exhibit a highly specific directionality, negative with respect to the Cu–SCys and Cu–SMet vectors in the Cu first shell. The field magnitude contributes to fine-tuning of the geometric and electronic properties of Cu sites in individual blue copper proteins. Specifically, the local electric fields evidently control the Cu–SMet bond distance, Cu(i)/Cu(II) bond covalency, and the energies of the frontier molecular orbitals, which, in turn, govern the Cu(II/I) reduction potential and the relative absorption intensities at 450 nm and 600 nm.

Introduction

Blue copper proteins (BC; also type 1 or T1 proteins) are proteins that participate in the rapid long-range biological electron transfers.1–4 Their Cu(n) centers feature an intense 600 nm band in the electronic absorption spectra, giving rise to their blue color and their name. A typical BC active site (e.g., in plastocyanin, azurin, rusticyanin, amicyanin) consists of the Cu(n) coordinated by 2His, Cys, and Met ligands in the pseudotetrahedral geometry.5,6 Since the preferred coordination of Cu(n) complexes is square planar,4 it was initially thought that observed tetrahedral geometry is responsible for their distinct spectral features, including small EPR hyperfine splitting, and high Cu(n)/Cu(II) reduction potentials.7–15 Additionally, the unusual coordination, along with relatively small geometric changes between oxidized and reduced states (e.g., small angular distortion, small differences in Cu–L bond lengths, and rigidity of proteins upon single-point mutations),16–22 laid the foundations of entatic23 and rack-induced24 concepts in bioinorganic chemistry. According to the entatic/rack hypothesis, the protein function (e.g., electron transfer) is empowered by keeping the active site in a distorted (compromised) structure between the two functional states; such as Cu(i) (tetrahedral) and Cu(ii) (square planar) conformations in BC proteins. Hence, the reorganization energy of redox reaction is minimized,25 and following the Marcus theory,26 the rate of electron transfer is enhanced. Note that electron-transfer proteins must operate near thermodynamic neutrality, making the argument of small reorganization energy critical for their proper biological function.4

However, the entatic/rack concepts were questioned both in computations and in spectroscopic studies.19,27 Solomon and co-workers demonstrated that tetrahedral structure is indeed preferred in Cu(n) BC proteins; however, not due to entatic/rack constraints of Cu(n) coordination geometry in a true sense but rather due to the Cu–SMet bond elongation and Cu–SCys bond shortening in the Cu first ligand shell.28 Such distortions in Cu ligand field lowers the site’s symmetry (i.e., orbital degeneracy) and eliminates the Jahn–Teller distorting forces otherwise present in tetrahedral Cu(n) complexes.28 The abnormally elongated axial Cu-SMet and shortened equatorial Cu-SCys bonds are unique, and likely controlled by the constraints produced by the protein.29–33

It was recognized that Cu–SMet and Cu–SCys bonds are electronically and geometrically coupled,4,12,19,32 so that the weak Cu–SMet interaction is compensated by strengthening Cu–SCys, together with increasing the Cu(n)–SCys bond covalency.7,31 In turn, strong Cu–SCys is accountable for a strong electronic absorption at 600 nm due to SCys 3p → Cu(n) 3dx2−y2 π charge transfer.34–36 The high covalency of Cu(n) 3dx2−y2 HOMO also results in a small EPR hyperfine splitting.28 By regulating the strengths of the Cu-SMet and Cu-SCys bonds, the BC proteins might thus tune their properties toward desired functionalities, including adjustment of Cu(n)/Cu(II) reduction potential or rate of electron transfer.31,35,37,38 However, the mechanism of such regulation remains debated.

Within the Cu(i) sites in the BC proteins, Solomon has argued that Met ligand is held in place by the protein environment — i.e., in the entatic or rack-induced state.29 However, a discussion is complicated by the fact that there is not an
unambiguous definition of what entasis is and/or how strain energy in the metal site should be quantified.\textsuperscript{27,40,41} As an example, Ryde \textit{et al.} contrariwise proposed that BC proteins are not entatic.\textsuperscript{27} Instead, the Met residue was foreseen to be selected as a ‘floppy’ ligand with a flat potential energy surface to accommodate facile interchange between the two oxidation states and assist with rapid electron transfer. On the other hand, Hurd \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{48} computed much higher strain energies for plastocyanin when they included not only geometric constraints (\textit{i.e.}, covalent strain) but also protein electrostatics from QM/MM calculations. The strain energies elevated by \textasciitilde \textasciitilde 10 kcal mol\textsuperscript{-1}. In plastocyanin, this suggests that protein electrostatics may play a significant role in Cu–SCys/Cu–SCys regulation and can contribute to plastocyanin function. Electrostatic interactions were also evidenced as predominant determinants of Cu(n/i) reduction potentials in the computational study of BC azurin variants.\textsuperscript{43}

Recently, we have demonstrated that heme-iron proteins exert highly specific intramolecular electric fields on their active sites and that there is a strong correlation between the direction and magnitude of this field and the protein function.\textsuperscript{44} Herein, we demonstrate that the local electric fields produced by the proteins of the BC family are likewise not randomly oriented and instead appear customized by the evolution to fine-tune the BC centers’ properties. This includes modifying the BC site geometry, electronic structure, BC spectral features, and Cu(n/i) reduction potentials.

**Results and discussion**

**The local electric fields in the active sites of blue copper proteins**

Employing the Erebus PDB protein substructure search server,\textsuperscript{45} we have identified 36 unique BC proteins with 2His, Cys, Met coordination (see computational details section in the ESI†). For this set of proteins, we analyzed the magnitudes of local electric fields (LEFs) in their active sites’ Cu, together with the geometrical features of the proteins’ active sites from their crystal structures (Table S1†). Note that the evaluated fields are induced by the entire protein outside of the BC active site, \textit{i.e.}, excluding the effects of their common 2His, Cys, Met coordinating residues and the Cu itself. The coordinating ligands thus do not contribute to the discussed LEFs, and the effect of LEFs is thereby additive to the effect of the first coordination sphere on the metal. By this, we analyze the intramolecular electric field that is exerted by the protein’s residues. The electric field produced by the protein outside of the active site is thus calculated separately from any QM calculations, directly from the PDB structures. We then evaluate the effect of the field on the Cu(n) and Cu(i) properties by applying the entire field produced by the protein as a linear external electric field in the QM calculations. Thus, we are investigating the external contributions from the protein edifice on top of the field inherently generated by the active site itself. We also note that in some cases, a fifth ligand (such as backbone carbonyl) can coordinate Cu. To be consistent within the series of studied proteins, the charge on the fifth ligand was not zeroed, and it can thus electrostatically contribute to the Cu site.

The overall LEF magnitudes range significantly in the protein series, from 14 MV cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1az2; rusticyanin) to 165 MV cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1ezl; C3A/C26A azurin mutant). However, the LEFs are not randomly oriented (Fig. 1). Instead, the LEFs projected in the Cu–SMet and Cu–SCys directions are preferentially negative (\textit{cf.} average $F$(Cu–SCys) = –35.5 MV cm\textsuperscript{-1} and $F$(Cu–SCys) = –47.4 MV cm\textsuperscript{-1}), and the average LEFs projected in the Cu–NHis directions are preferentially positive (average $F$(Cu–NHis) = +36.4 MV cm\textsuperscript{-1}).

We indeed found a passable correlation between the computed $F$(Cu–SMet) projection on this bond and the Cu–SMet distance ($d$(Cu–SMet)) (Fig. 2). This is consistent with a facile electrostatic regulation of the Cu–SMet bond due to a very flat potential energy surface along this coordinate. However, since a significantly worse correlations were found between LEF (or its projections) and other BC geometric features – such as $d$(Cu–SCys) or $d$(Cu–SCys)/$d$(Cu–SMet), or the $\tau$ angle (Fig. S1–S4†) – it appears that translation to BC site geometry or their spectral properties might be more intricate. As an example, Szuster \textit{et al.} demonstrated that other factors, \textit{e.g.}, Cu ligand-loop hydrophobicity or water accessibility of the Cu site, also influence the active site geometry, and the Cu(n/i) reduction potentials and electronic absorption intensities in the Cu$_x$-based copper sites.\textsuperscript{46}

**Coupled nature of the Cu–SMet and Cu–SCys bonds**

To evaluate how the change of $d$(Cu–SMet) in the BC site influences $d$(Cu–SCys), we have performed a constrained two-dimensional potential energy surface scan in the cluster model of the oxidized poplar plastocyanin (PDB code: 4dp9) coordination geometry (Fig. 3, top left).\textsuperscript{§} The equilibrium structure is found at the $d$(Cu–SMet) = 2.50 Å and $d$(Cu–SCys) = 2.20 Å. This is slightly distorted from the oxidized plastocyanin
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**Fig. 1** A graphical representation of the LEFs found in the series of BC proteins. The LEFs are plotted with gray arrows as vectors in the Cu–SCys/Cu–SMet plane. The average field vector is highlighted in red and projected on the Cu–SCys and Cu–SMet axes. Note that both projections are negative wrt the Cu–SCys and Cu–SMet directions.
Table 1  Calculated Cu(n) a HOMO and Cu(n) b LUMO energies and the Mulliken spin densities of the selected atoms (at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level) for the equilibrium structure from Fig. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbital energy [eV]</th>
<th>w/out OEEF</th>
<th>w/OEEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu(n) α HOMO</td>
<td>−7.21</td>
<td>−6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(n) β LUMO</td>
<td>−4.75</td>
<td>−5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mulliken spin population [e]</th>
<th>w/out OEEF</th>
<th>w/OEEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{Cys}</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{Met}</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{His} a</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Combined spin population on both coordinating N_{His} atoms.

Effect of the local electric field on the blue copper properties

Although there is no significant geometrical change in the Cu(n) BC site under OEEF, the quantum chemical calculations revealed that frontier molecular orbitals are substantially

chemical-structure geometry ($d$(Cu–S_{Met}) = 2.78 Å and $d$(Cu–S_{Cys}) = 2.16 Å);[35] however, the energy difference is only 1.8 kcal mol$^{-1}$. Consistent with Ryde’s results (based on the cluster-model approach without protein electrostatics),[27] we show that Cu–S_{Met} bond is considerably more flexible, with an enthalpic penalty of only ca. 0.3 kcal mol$^{-1}$, associated with displacement of ~0.1 Å from the equilibrium geometry. On the other hand, the same displacement of the Cu–S_{Cys} bond costs ca. 1.0 kcal mol$^{-1}$ in enthalpy. In the Cu(I) oxidation state, the lowest-energy structure has the Cu–S_{Met} bond stretched to 2.70 Å and is ca. 0.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$ below the geometry with $d$(Cu–S_{Met}) = 2.50 Å preferred in Cu(II) (Fig. 3, bottom left). However, the potential energy surface is yet shallower in the direction toward Cu–S_{Met} dissociation, with a barrier of only ~2 kcal mol$^{-1}$ between the two minima with the associated and dissociated Met ligand.

Application of oriented external electric field (OEEF) in the average BC site orientation and magnitude (cf. Fig. 1) leads to almost no change in the preferred Cu(II) geometry or potential energy surface (Fig. 3, top right). However, despite small geometric differences, we note that OEEF remarkably reduces the HOMO/LUMO gap between the frontier molecular orbitals (Cu(n) α HOMO and Cu(n) β LUMO) by 28 kcal mol$^{-1}$ and Cu(n)–S_{Cys} bond covalency by ~24% – as indicated by the change in Cu and S_{Cys} spin densities in the Cu(n) equilibrium structure (the calculated spin densities are: Cu = 0.34, S_{Cys} = 0.51 at $F$ = 0 and Cu = 0.49, S_{Cys} = 0.27 at average $F$ experienced by any BC site) (cf. Table 1). Note that experimental spin populations were provided for some BC proteins that are in close agreement with our theoretical predictions; e.g., in wild-type azurin: S_{Cys} = 0.29–0.30 ($^{15}$S hyperfine coupling),[48] 0.30 ($^3$H ENDOR),[49] 0.45 (S K pre-edge XAS),[50] N_{His} = 0.05 (H46) and 0.09 (H117) ($^{15}$N hyperfine).[51]

In contrast, there is no stable structure with bonded Met when the OEEF is applied to the Cu(I) site. Instead, the Met ligand dissociates to $d$(Cu–S_{Met}) = 3.90 Å. This suggests that, although the enzyme geometry would be enthalpically favored in Cu(I) oxidation state without OEEF, in the average BC site (with the LEF opposing Cu–S_{Met}) the Cu–S_{Met} bond must be covalently constrained by the protein, in order to compensate both the enthalpic and the entropic penalties. Herein, the average LEF was found to introduce an enthalpic strain of ~4 kcal mol$^{-1}$ compared to an unconstrained geometry. We suggest the enthalpic penalty should be added to an entropic penalty of ~4.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$ proposed by Solomon,[52] leading to the total strain energy of ~8.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$ that is associated with constraining the Met ligand in an average Cu(I) BC site.

Fig. 2 A correlation between Cu–S_{Met} bond distances ($d$(Cu–S_{Met}) and projections of the LEF vector in the Cu–S_{Met} orientation ($F$(Cu–S_{Met})) for the BC proteins from Table S1† The empty triangles represent proteins that were crystallized in the reduced form and are excluded from the fit. Ami = amicyanin, Aur = auracyanin, Azu = azurin, CBP = cucumber basic protein, NiR = nitrite reductase, Pla = plantacyanin, Pc = plastocyanin, Paz = pseudoazurin, Rc = rusticyanin.

Table 1 Calculated Cu(n) α HOMO and Cu(n) β LUMO energies and the Mulliken spin densities of the selected atoms (at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level) for the equilibrium structure from Fig. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbital energy [eV]</th>
<th>w/out OEEF</th>
<th>w/OEEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu(n) α HOMO</td>
<td>−7.21</td>
<td>−6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(n) β LUMO</td>
<td>−4.75</td>
<td>−5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mulliken spin population [e]</th>
<th>w/out OEEF</th>
<th>w/OEEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{Cys}</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{Met}</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{His} a</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Combined spin population on both coordinating N_{His} atoms.

Fig. 3 The effect of the protein LEF on the two-dimensional potential energy surfaces correlating the $d$(Cu–S_{Cys}) and $d$(Cu–S_{Met}) bond distances; without the applied external electric field (left) and with applied external electric field (corresponding to the average LEF found in the series of BC proteins; right). The potential energies are plotted in kcal mol$^{-1}$ as iso-contour lines and are referenced to the lowest-energy point in each graph.
altered in energy, along with a decrease of the Cu(u)-SCys bond covalency by −24%. A lower covalency is quantified by the lower Mulliken spin population at the SCys atom, indicating smaller SCys 3p and Cu 3d_x^2−y^2 orbitals overlap and hence bonding (Table 1).† Similarly, smaller bonding in Cu(u) α HOMO can be translated into lower antibonding character in Cu(u) β LUMO, which is exhibited by a significantly decreased Cu(u) β LUMO energy under OEEF, by ~11.5 kcal mol^−1. By evaluating the individual contributions from F(Cu−SCys) and F(Cu−SMet) projections of the LEF (cf. Table S2,† where we applied OEEF only in the Cu−SCys or Cu−SMet direction), we can conclude that the decreased Cu(u)−SCys bond covalency and Cu(u) β LUMO energy are caused by F(Cu−SCys) projection of the LEF, which exhibits decreased SCys spin population by 0.21e and Cu(u) β LUMO energy by 7.7 kcal mol^−1. On the other hand, the average OEEF in Cu−SMet projection increases the Cu(u)−SCys bond covalency by ~6% with Cu(u) β LUMO decrease by only 0.7 kcal mol^−1. Note that the projections are not orthogonal and their effects thus cannot be fully decoupled.

Many BC features were previously correlated with the Cu(u)−SCys bond covalency, and our results therefore suggest that LEF may play a critical role in tuning the BC properties. For instance, the BC proteins’ electronic absorption spectra are characterized by the distinctive absorption bands at ~600 nm and ~450 nm. The BC proteins have stronger absorption intensity at the lower-energy thiolate π-to-Cu charge-transfer transition and weaker absorption intensity at the higher-energy σ-to-Cu charge-transfer transition (Fig. 4). Inversely, the ε_{600} and ε_{540} intensities are reversed for the normal tetragonal cupric complexes and green copper proteins. A lower Cu(u)−SCys bond covalency in our computational model due to lower (more negative) F(Cu−SCys) is thus consistent with a shift toward a more pronounced blue copper absorption features (cf. Fig. 4). Hence, the ε_{540}/ε_{600} ratio is ~0.7 for the equilibrium Cu(u) geometry from Fig. 3 without the applied field, while the σ-to-Cu charge-transfer intensity is significantly diminished by the OEEF, leading to an ε_{450}/ε_{600} ratio of ~0.2. Significantly, the ε_{450}/ε_{600} ratio is regularly utilized as a measure of the cupric coordination geometry.† Its sensitivity to the local intramolecular electric field exerted on the Cu site is striking.

The effect of F(Cu−SCys) on the electronic absorption spectra is further reflected for blue copper and green copper proteins in Table S1.† While the average F(Cu−SCys) is ~26.7 MV cm^−1 for nitrite reductases (green copper proteins), the remaining proteins exhibit F(Cu−SCys) of ~52.3 MV cm^−1 (i.e., ~25 MV cm^−1 lower). We also note that F(Cu−SMet) projection of the LEF is as well higher for nitrite reductases by ~15 MV cm^−1, which is consistent with a shorter d(Cu−SMet) witnessed in green copper proteins (cf. correlation of d(Cu−SMet) vs. F(Cu−SMet) for nitrite reductases in Fig. 2).

As for the effect of LEF on the Cu(u/i) reduction potential, a lower Cu(u)−SCys covalency indicates a weaker Cu−SCys bond, which agrees with a destabilization of the oxidized Cu(u) state and thus higher Cu(u/i) reduction potential. According to Hadt et al., the Cu(u) adiabatic ionization energy (i.e., the inverse of the Cu(u) adiabatic electron affinity) is decreased due to lowered Cu(u)−SCys covalency by ~10 mV per 1% decrease of the spin population on SCys.† Therefore, on average, we might assign the effect of ~240 mV increase in the Cu(u) electron affinity due to lowered Cu(u)−SCys covalency by ~19 mV per 1% decrease of the spin population on SCys.† Therefore, on average, we might assign the effect of ~240 mV increase in the Cu(u) electron affinity due to lowered Cu(u)−SCys covalency in an average BC. Similarly, when the average OEEF is applied, the redox-active molecular orbital (i.e., Cu(u) β LUMO) is decreased in energy by ca. 11.5 kcal mol^−1 (cf. Table 1), consistent with an increase in the Cu(u) electron affinity by ca. 500 mV (i.e., the effect that is twice as high as for the Cu(u) electron affinity predicted from a decreased covalency). With simplification, we can thus attribute the increase in the Cu(u) electron affinity to a comparable covalent and non-local electrostatic contributions to the Cu(u) β LUMO energy.

Finally, note that F(Cu−SCys) and F(Cu−SMet) contribute to the overall Cu(u/i) reduction potential in the opposite direction. A negative F(Cu−SMet) leads to a higher Cu(u)−SCys covalency by ~6% (decreasing the Cu(u) electron affinity by ~60 mV), and it also contributes to an increased Cu(i) strain energy, additionally decreasing the Cu(u/i) reduction potential by ~170 mV (vide supra). All in all, the average LEF in BC proteins appears to increase the Cu(u/i) reduction potential on aggregate by ca. 330 mV, coming from the increased Cu(u)−SCys covalency (240 mV), non-local electrostatic contributions to the Cu(u) β LUMO energy (260 mV), and increased Cu(i) strain energy (~170 mV).

We propose that our approach represents a much-simplified procedure as compared to, e.g., QM/MM treatment of the whole proteins, where the electrostatic effects from the surroundings are accounted for via the electrostatic embedding of the QM region in the set of MM point charges. We suggest that, in some cases, the full QM/MM could be approximated by the linear external electric field applied in the QM-only calculations. This offers an attractive alternative for analyzing protein contributions to the active site properties with a single vector, which could be of particular importance for predictions in artificial protein redesign (vide infra). Alternatively, DFT calculations on entire proteins became possible (see, e.g., ref. 52–54), which in principle could capture the same effects. However, such large-
QM calculations are rather impractical, far from routine, and exceptionally demanding. Moreover, performing the calculations directly on the PDB structures would likely lead to significant artifacts, while sampling/optimizing structures at the DFT level would become inaccessible. In contrast, our approach provides a cost-efficient protocol, which can be used to sample a large number of proteins, and according to our analysis provides quite a robust methodology how to analyze the internal electric fields in proteins and their contribution to reactivity.

Electrostatic contribution to the azurin Cu(II/I) reduction potentials

To further support the idea of LEF regulating the BC sites’ electronic structure, including Cu(II/I) reduction potentials, we have calculated the LEFs in a series of azurin variants from ref. 55. Specifically, we have analyzed all of the variants not containing mutations in the Cu first shell (i.e., N47S, F114N, F114P, and N47S/F114N), which were generated from the available PDB structures of the wild-type azurin (4azu), and N47S/F114N (3jtb) and F114P/M121Q (3in0) azurin variants.

As compared to wild-type azurin, the N47S, F114N, and N47S/F114N have higher Cu(II/I) reduction potentials, which are consistent with their more negative $F$(Cu–SCys) projections of the LEF (Fig. 5A). Oppositely, a higher $F$(Cu–SCys) of the F114P variant agrees remarkably well with lower Cu(II/I) reduction potential. Since the regression coefficient ($R^2$) in Fig. 5A is close to unity, we can estimate an increase in reduction potential due to $F$(Cu–SCys) as $-12.5$ mV/1 MV cm$^{-1}$. We note in passing that $F$(Cu–SCys) projection of the LEF in the azurin variants also weakly correlates with the experimentally determined Cu(II)/SCys bond covalencies: 54% for F114P, 45% for wild-type azurin, 43% for F114N, and 31% for N47S.$^{30}$

An excellent correlation in Fig. 5A suggests that determinants of the reduction potentials in the azurin variants are purely electrostatic. However, this study benefits from using the crystal structures, which already reflect the effect of the field. For example, the crystal structure of the F114P variant is missing an important hydrogen bond to the S atom of the first-shell C112, donated from the peptide-bond NH group of F114 residue. However, if the F114P mutant is modeled by a simple amino acid replacement in the wild-type azurin, a non-equilibrated structure with that hydrogen bond is yielded, and a much more negative $F$(Cu–SCys) by $\sim$14 MV cm$^{-1}$ is predicted, which significantly deviates from the fit. The crystal structure or a structure produced by extensive molecular dynamics equilibration is needed for accurate predictions. Also, we were not able to reproduce Cu(II/I) reduction potentials between different ‘classes’ of proteins, such as azurin vs. plastocyanin proteins. We believe that reduction potential is governed by overriding effects (e.g., first-shell coordination geometry, hydrogen bonds, water accessibility; cf. ref. 46), whereas the electric field represents a secondary contribution – capable of differentiating systems with alike architecture at the relative scale. Still, the correlation between the change of the reduction potential and the local electric field calculated directly from the crystal structure represents a powerful and economic concept that can

Fig. 5 (A) Correlation between experimental one-electron Cu(II/I) reduction potentials (referenced to normal hydrogen electrode) vs. $F$(Cu–SCys) projection of the LEF in a series of azurin variants from ref. 55. (B) A contribution of each residue’s side chain toward $F$(Cu–SCys) in the wild-type azurin. Note that side chains of the ligating (first-shell) residues are not included. A more significant contribution to $F$(Cu–SCys) is from the residues closer to the Cu site; the contribution becomes negligible when Cu–C$_S$ distance exceeds $\sim$15 Å. (C) The second-coordination shell residues subjected to mutation to alter azurin Cu(II/I) reduction potential (in purple) investigated in ref. 55 (left) and suggested in this work (right).
be utilized, e.g., for designing analogous BC variants with specific redox properties.

In this regard, we have analyzed the contributions of individual residues in the wild-type azurin (4azu) toward the observed \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) (see Note S2 in the ESI for details); the effect of the residues’ side chains is presented in Fig. 5B (the overall effect of each residue and the backbone-only contributions are shown in Fig. S6†). Not surprisingly, the electric field beyond the first-coordination sphere is mainly dictated by the side chains of the second sphere residues, and the effect on the \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) drops significantly with the increasing distance of a residue from Cu (cf. Fig. 5B and S9†). However, some impactful residues in the second sphere have not been experimentally examined. Especially, we hypothesize that M13 and M44 on the opposite side of the first-shell C112 generate substantial dipole moments that should influence the azurin redox properties considerably (Fig. 5B and C).

To estimate the impact of Met residues’ mutation on \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \), we have performed a molecular dynamics simulation of the wild-type azurin, azurin variants from ref. 55, and possible M13/ M44 variants (see computational details in the ESI†). Despite that we have always introduced mutations into the wild-type azurin crystal structure (PDB: 4azu), the correlation between the experimental Cu(II) reduction potentials and the change of the \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) is reproduced well with \( R^2 = 0.93 \) (cf. Fig. S8,† which is analogous to Fig. 5A). This suggests that we might also reliably predict changes in the wild-type azurin reduction potential upon proposed M13/M44 mutations. For the M13 or M44 single-mutations, we have observed the greatest decline in \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) in M44F, M13E, M44S, and M44D variants, steering the \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) by \( \sim 13-18 \text{ MV cm}^{-1} \) to more negative values (Fig. S7†), corresponding to an upshift of Cu(II) reduction potential by \( \sim 150-200 \text{ mV} \). This is comparable to the experimentally tested F114N and N47S single-mutations of azurin protein. Similarly, the double-mutant M13F/M44F can lower the \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) by \( \sim 26 \text{ MV cm}^{-1} \) (Fig. S7†) and increase Cu(I) reduction potential by \( \sim 250 \text{ mV} \). Such change would again be equivalent to a preeminent experimental (second-sphere) double mutant F114N + N47S. Since we propose mutations of unprecedented residues, higher effect could also be achieved by combination of variants in F114/ N47 and M13/M44 residues.

**Conclusions**

By examining an extensive series of blue copper proteins’ crystal structures, we show that the protein scaffolds that host blue copper sites are not mere spectators of their function. Instead, the proteins’ local electric fields can regulate multiple geometric and electronic properties typical of blue copper sites in biology. Specifically, we demonstrate that the local electric fields are oriented in a definite way throughout the blue copper protein family to modulate the copper interactions with its ligating residues. By orienting the electric field preferentially in the direction opposite of the Cu – S_{Cys} and Cu – S_{Met} vectors in the copper first shell, the proteins make the Cu–S bonds considerably weaker than those in the isolated blue copper sites in a vacuum.

In the context of entatic/rack-induced concepts, the \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Met}}) \) projection of the field pushes the axial Met ligand to dissociate from the Cu(i) center, though the entities are still held together by the protein. Hence, the electric field can be seen as an additional element adding to the Cu(i) sites’ covalent strain. In an average blue copper site, we have estimated an enthalpic destabilization of the constrained Cu(i) active site by \( \sim 4 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) due to local electric field.

Importantly, a weakening of the Cu–S_{Cys} bond appears to considerably influence many blue copper spectroscopic properties. Besides others, a weaker Cu–S_{Cys} is consistent with decreasing the Cu(II)–S_{Cys} bond covalency, which, in turn, affects the relative absorption intensities of Cu(II) at 450 nm and 600 nm. We have demonstrated that, while the \( \varepsilon_{450}/\varepsilon_{600} \) ratio is \( \sim 0.7 \) for the isolated equilibrium Cu(II) geometry in the plastocyanin active site, the local electric field oriented in the direction opposite of Cu – S_{Cys} (average projection of \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) is \( -47.4 \text{ MV cm}^{-1} \)) is necessary to shift the \( \varepsilon_{450}/\varepsilon_{600} \) to \( \sim 0.2 \), consistent with that of the regular blue copper sites. On the contrary, the green copper proteins exhibit much lower magnitudes of the local electric fields (average \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) is \( -26.7 \text{ MV cm}^{-1} \)), in accordance with their higher \( \varepsilon_{450}/\varepsilon_{600} \) ratio.

The electric field also contributes to the high Cu(II) reduction potentials of the blue copper sites. On average, it was found to be accountable for an increase of the Cu(II) reduction potentials by \( ca. 330 \text{ mV} \), originating from a lower Cu(II)–S_{Cys} covalency (240 mV), non-local contributions to a lower Cu(II) \( \beta \) LUMO energy (260 mV), and increased Cu(i) strain energy (\( \sim 170 \text{ mV} \)).

Last but not least, we have observed that local electric field is a critical determinant of the Cu(II) reduction potentials, when comparing different variants of otherwise identical blue copper sites. In a series of azurin variants that introduced mutations in the second-coordination sphere of the Cu site, we have shown that the change of reduction potential can be accurately described by the change in the local electric field exerted on the Cu–S_{Cys} bond in the equilibrium structure. We suggest that this concept could be utilized for designing protein variants with desired redox properties. Following our analysis, we propose new targets for mutagenetic studies, which have not been questioned thus far, and which contribute significantly to \( F(\text{Cu-S}_{\text{Cys}}) \) and should alter the reduction potential.
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Notes and references

\( \tau = (360° - (\alpha + \beta))/141° \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the two largest angles between the Cu ligating atoms. The parameter \( \tau \) was introduced by Yang et al.\textsuperscript{a} as a four-coordinate geometry index ranging from perfect tetrahedral (\( \tau = 1 \)) to perfect square planar (\( \tau = 0 \)).

In the two-dimensional scan, we incrementally altered the Cu-S\textsubscript{Cys} and Cu-S\textsubscript{Met} distances by 0.1 Å, while keeping the rest of the coordination geometry (i.e., angles between Cu ligating atoms (\( \tau \)), and Cu-S\textsubscript{Cys} distances) at the crystal positions. Constraining the \( \tau \) angle is required to maintain the correct directionality of the external electric field applied at Cu. See computational details section in the ESI.

In our approach, the LEF is analyzed outside the first-shell sphere of ligands (i.e., charges of the side-chains of ligating residues are zeroed). Therefore, any mutations in the Cu first shell would not result in different LEFs.
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